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30 June and after:
fight to win

On 18 June, Dave Prentis, general secretary of the
public service workers' union Unison, told the
Guardian that in the autumn the union, with
others, will start a campaign of industrial action,
"the biggest since the general strike".

"It won't be the miners' strike [of 1984-5, which
shook the country for a year but eventually was
defeated]. We are going to win."

He promised more than one-day strikes.
"I strongly believe that one day of industrial

action will not change anyone's mind in
government... We are prepared for rolling action
over an indefinite period".

And he demanded support for the union
campaign from Labour Party leaders. "If the
Labour party stays quiet that will be an issue. This
isn't a kneejerk reaction, this will be a long
programme of action and we will expect the Labour
party to support that".

Prentis is not to be trusted. But what Prentis said
- with an eye to his union's local government and
national conferences, running from 19 to 24 June -
is right. We must fight to win.

Here are some proposals.

Build cross-union committees

The attacks on pay, jobs, pensions, severance
terms, and services are fundamentally the
consequence of a systemic failure of global
capitalism. The system was essentially bailed out
by handing over huge sums of public money to the
banks, "nationalising their debts." Now the
politicians and big business tell us that (their)
"party is over" and "we" "have" to pay off those
debts through austerity measures. The already
enormous cost being passed to us was ratcheted
up further after the Tories and their Liberal
underlings took office.

Union activists will work for a high turn out on 30
June. A solid strike day will increase the pressure
on the various union leaders who are talking about
another day of "co-ordinated" strikes in the
Autumn, involving more unions, to actually call
that strike.

Nevertheless, the fundamental task before every
activist is to campaign for a cross union fight back
that goes far beyond the teachers’ unions and PCS
and far beyond another one day strike in the
Autumn. 30 June must become the start of a
serious fight back around sharp demands and
under the slogan "We will not pay for your crisis".

We need to build active local anti-cuts
committees in every part of Britain – committees
that genuinely breath with local activity and and
are not steamrollered by any one left-wing group
or managed top down by local trade union officials.
One way or another - through anti cuts
committees, or local Trades Councils or other
bodies - we need to build cross union committees.

For certain we will need a great deal more than
one day of coordinated strike action, or even two
or three one day strikes, over pensions. A battle of
this scale will not be settled so easily. Whilst the
defence of pensions is necessary it is not sufficient.
Workers want to keep the jobs that see them in
working membership of occupational pension
schemes and they want protection against rising
food and energy costs.

They want to maintain and improve the public
services, the welfare benefits, and the state
pension provision which are important elements of
the minimum of civilisation which long struggles by
the labour movement have managed to impose on
capitalism.

Discuss battle-plans

Although some unions have identified pensions
as the "unifying" issue across the different unions
it should not be used to shunt other key issues to
the side. The PCS national leadership is demanding
an improvement to procedures for avoiding
compulsory redundancies whilst leaving the fight
against such redundancies, and job losses more
generally, to members in each bargaining unit
(over 200) or, at best, in each department. They
avow that PCS cannot beat the government on its
own as a national union (they systematically
conflate "beating the government" in the sense of
routing it across the board, which no doubt PCS on
its own could not achieve, and forcing it to retreat
on particular issues, which PCS could achieve);
and yet they tell groups of members to try to "beat
the government" as segments of the national
union acting on their own. The national defence of
jobs has to be as important as the defence of
pensions and should not be left to groups of
members.

We need extensive cross-union action to defeat a
cross-union class attack by the Tories and big
business. We must demand that the union leaders
plan to win rather than sabre-rattle to win small
concessions or "reserved rights" for existing



members. Whilst campaigning for "nationally co-
ordinated" action, activists must fight to ensure
that this does not become an excuse for the
different national union leaders failing to rouse up
and lead their own members in defence of their
interests in their sectors.

Collect strike funds

• Place the unions on a war footing! Collect
membership levies to fund selective action or
hardship funds; plan national action, regional
action; rolling strikes, and selective action in areas
where it will have most impact — whatever is right
in a particular industry or sector, whatever it takes
to win.

• Rebuild the unions! Union density is nowhere
near as high as it needs to be in and in too many
places there is no union at all. People join unions
when they defend jobs and living standards, not
when they offer cheap commercial services. Rank
and file committees, Trades Councils, and cross
union committees must spread out and recruit as a
major priority. We must force the union
leaderships to launch a mass drive to rebuild.

• Fight wherever we can, and spread the action!
Do not use the failure of the national union leaders
to fight as a reason for not fighting sectorally or
locally if members can be won to action. If workers
feel unable to resist in isolation, then criticise the
national leaders and fight for an alternative
leadership.

• Demand that union leaders distribute clear
information to members about the bosses’ plans
and help union branches to exchange information
between themselves (instead of blocking that
information-flow between branches, as happens in
Unison). Demand they boost, publicise, and
celebrate local disputes.

• Demand the union leaders give members
honest information about what they plan to do and
what their demands are, instead of appealing
vaguely for them to "support the union campaign"
and either hinting at action in an indefinite future
or setting single days of action without information
about what will follow or what the union and what
the leaders aim to achieve.

• Fight for an accountable leadership as part of
the fight to win. The rank and file must be at the
heart of the disputes and the campaigns. Regular
workplace meetings must be held to discuss the
effects of the attacks and the necessary response.
Put decisions in the hands of striking workers and
their delegates. Democratise the unions.

• Build rank and file organisations. The
contradiction between, on the one hand, the scale
of the cuts and the threat they pose to the very
fabric of the labour movement, and, on the other,
the stance of the union leaders, sharpens the case
for a rank-and-file movement in the unions. The
existing left caucuses in the unions must be
transformed or replaced. Unison United Left exists
only as an electoral umbrella and as insignia for
some fringe activities at Unison conference; Left

Unity in the PCS, only as an electoral appendage to
the leadership, and tied in a permanent electoral
alliance with the union's "soft right". STA and
CDFU in the NUT, were complicit in getting calls for
brisker action manoeuvred off the NUT conference
agenda.

Fight for a workers'
government

Fight for a labour movement political answer to
the crisis:

• Demand that Labour councils defy the Tory/Lib-
Dem cuts, Mobilise local unions and working-class
communities to demand the restoration of money
for local services taken away by central
government. Demand the Labour Party leaders
support the resistance. Demand that the unions
assert themselves in the Labour Party and push for
the defence of our jobs and services and for
internal democratic reform. Demand that the
Labour leaders commit to repeal the anti-union
laws, and to restore cuts made by the Tories, when
we get this coalition government out.

• Fight for a workers’ government,
democratically accountable to the labour
movement and implementing a workers’ plan for
the crisis. We were never invited to the "party"
that is now over, we just have to pay for it,and for
the rich that party has already resumed if it ever
really stopped. According to the High Pay
Commission the top 0.1% of earners now take
home as big a percentage of the British national
income as they did in the 1940s and are heading
for a Victorian-era share of national wealth. We
need a Government that sticks up for us!

Organise meetings on 30 June

In Nottingham, Croydon, and a few other places,
strikers on 30 June will be organising meetings —
with space for discussion, debate, motions,
amendments — as well as demonstrations.

We need meetings, with debate, as well as rallies
and stunts.

SWP members in Nottingham argued against a
meeting by counterposing a "day of rage" and
claiming that "their [union] members" would not
be "interested" in a meeting, and anyway "PCS
already knows what it's doing".

But union members need to know the unions'
plans, debate them in detail, and have a chance to
amend them, rather than being left to wait for
marching orders from on high.
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